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applied science prevented him from achieving thex /
commanding position in the history of theoretical science,
promised by his astonishing brain. Before the age of
thirty-three he had published the researches that laid a
large part of the foundations of thermodynamics: he had
provided for Maxwell the mathematical clue to the electro-
magnetic theory of light, and for Hertz to the production
of radio oscillations. But Thomson never became the
master of any of these fields: Clausius and Gibbs, Maxwell
and Hertz explored more widely the vision of the nature of
material agencies which these investigations could be made
to provide.
The difference between the behaviour of Thomson and
Faraday in a similar situation is instructive. When Thom-
son was invited to devote more and more time to applied
science, he accepted the invitation; but Faraday declined it.
The probable meaning of this difference is that Thomson
did not in his deepest feeling discover a final impulsion
towards theoretical science; he did not feel impelled by a
spiritual necessity to pursue to its end a theoretical inspira-
tion. Faraday felt that necessity. Perhaps as a theoretical
scientist he was more fortunate than Thomson in being
free from a strong engineering bent. Whereas Faraday's
greatness was to be found entirely in science, a large part of
Thomson's was to be found in engineering, and consequently,
in sociology. The instruments for submarine cabling and
for navigation were manufactured in the workshops of
a Glasgow optician, James White. Thomson became the
leading partner in White's company. His connexion with
electrical transmission and navigation enabled him to
accomplish an important part of Davy's programme for the
improvement of social life by the application of science to
social activities. Amid the grime of the Glasgow factories
Thomson showed how physics could be incorporated into
the social arts of communication and transport. He
secured respect for this important sociological achievement
by the conventional method of capitalist society; he made a
large fortune out of it. He made a fortune in the midst of
one of the toughest groups of incjustrialists, the Glasgow

